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Accurate evaluation of the cable trench condition is the key to realizing its intelligent
operation and maintenance, and the intelligent cable trench inspection robot is a reliable
information acquisition method for the condition assessment of cable trench. According to
task requirements and site’s environment, an intelligent inspection robot is designed. The
crawler-type motion mechanism is determined based on the demand for sizes and
obstacle-surmounting. Cartographer SLAM technology is used to map the
underground cable trench environment, and a path planning method combined with
the improved Ap algorithm and dynamic window method (DWA) is presented. Multiple
sensors are equipped on this robot, and various kinds of information are obtained. Based
on the information obtained, a condition assessment method of an underground cable
trench is proposed. An extension neural network model is constructed to assess air
quality. Channel capacity and ground flatness are calculated to evaluate the internal
structure of the cable trench. The water depth and water surface area are comprehensively
used to evaluate the hazard of water accumulation. The evaluation results are used to
realize the linkage control of the cable trench’s operation and maintenance. A field test
shows that the intelligent inspection robot can reliably obtain seven kinds of information
from the underground cable trench, and the proposed condition evaluation method can
assess the condition of the cable trench and provide four kinds of suggestions for potential
hazards.

Keywords: underground cable trench, robot system, multi-sensor data fusion, condition monitoring, condition
assessment

INTRODUCTION

The underground cable trench is a facility to accommodate multi-circuit power cables and
accessories. It has the function of a power cable joint space and can provide a large amount of
power to major industrial complexes and high-load urban areas. Tunnel pipelines, public pipelines,
and open cable pipelines are being built (Kang et al., 2018). However, harmful gases which are easy to
accumulate in the cable trench, coupled with the discharge caused by cable insulation aging, could
lead to explosion and fire (Liu and Yin, 2007). Furthermore, the probability of this danger gradually
increases over time. So it is very important to find and eliminate these hidden dangers as soon as
possible for the safe operation of the power system (Commission of the European Communities,
2003). However, the internal environment of the underground cable trench is complex, the space is
narrow, high-voltage lines on both sides are densely distributed, and the ground is usually not
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hardened, which makes manual inspection extremely dangerous
and difficult. Therefore, online detection of cable trench’s
working state plays a vital role in improving the stability and
reliability of power system operation (Jongen et al., 2012;
Hepburn et al., 2016).

In the early environmental safety monitoring for the
underground cable trench, fixed monitoring equipment was
used to measure some parameters in the trench (Siddiqui
et al., 2017). Due to the large length and span of the cable
trench, monitoring blind areas always existed in these
situations, which could not effectively reflect the operation
state of the overall cable environment. Some research works
have been conducted on inspection robots for cable trenches.
A remote-controlled cable trench tunnel monitoring robot
designed by Sun et al. (2021) is inconvenient to operate in a
narrow cable trench environment. Yijiahe Technology Co., Ltd.
has developed an inspection robot for substations (Xing et al.,
2018), but the volume is very large for the narrow space of the
underground cable trench and is only suitable for use in a more
open space. The underground cable trench robot designed by the
Changsha University of Technology can realize the inspection
function (Ling et al., 2020), but the designed mappingmethod has
a poor effect in the cable trench environment, which affects the
subsequent navigation work.

The diagnosis of the state of the cable trench internal
environment is the ultimate requirement of an inspection
robot. Wu and Zhang, (2014) used the corresponding sensors
integrated into the monitoring device of low-voltage distribution
equipment to measure the surface temperature of the incoming
and outgoing lines of the distribution box and the water level of
the cable trench and to analyze the cable trench environment and
obtain the fault assessment. Acquiring and analyzing the actual
values of thermal resistance and diffusion coefficient of soil
around the power cable, Lyall et al. (2000) evaluated
temperature distribution inside the cable trench in real time.
The “hot spots” inside the cable trench are predicted and timely
prevented in this manner. The BP neural network was applied to
monitor the temperature and humidity of the internal
environment of the underground cable trench in real time,
and the internal environment assessment of the underground
cable trench was realized (Song, 2015). Infrared thermal imaging
data were gathered and transmitted to the adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) of the remote terminal unit, and a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier was used to evaluate
internal fault information of the cable trench (Pal et al., 2017).
These aforementioned research studies assess the state of the
underground cable trench and similar scenes in one or more
aspects, and they mainly collect data through fixed monitoring
equipment, as well as few sensors, which leads to incomplete
signals and half results.

A substation inspection robot (Lu et al., 2017) integrates
multiple sensors to perform fault monitoring, including the
appearance image of cable equipment, sound of running
equipment, and temperature of equipment joints, but no
assessment method is mentioned. There is little research on
the internal environment assessment method of the
underground cable trench based on inspection robots at home

and abroad. Since the robot carries multiple sensors to monitor
complex environmental information inside the cable trench in the
inspection process, if only relying on manual subjective
evaluation of a certain amount of monitoring, this inspection
is slow, has low credibility, and even ignores larger faults.
Therefore, the consideration of engineering safety is far from
enough (Wang et al., 2012).

During the task of automatic inspection, the inspection robot
consumes a lot of memory in the fuselage computer. At the same
time, in the process of moving, it will continuously collect the data
from infrared cameras, high-definition cameras, and gas sensors
around the cable trench and transmit the data to the remote cloud
platform for data processing to obtain the evaluation results of the
cable trench. However, remote sending and receiving of a large
amount of data require sufficient connectivity, which is not
always true in reality, and the delay and reliability of service
processing are difficult to guarantee (Patel et al., 2017). Edge
computing aims to provide elastic services with low latency and
high bandwidth efficiency (Premsankar et al., 2018). To solve the
problem of limited edge resources, models are deployed on the
edge and cloud, respectively, through model segmentation
technology for collaborative reasoning (Li et al., 2018). Taking
the SLAM algorithm of a mobile robot as an example, the need to
use edge nodes for computing offload on a remote cloud or a local
robot was discussed in Dey and Mukherjee (2016). In this study,
the edge server was placed at each node of the cable trench to
form a distributed management system of the whole cable
trench edge.

The on-site experiments performed on the edge intelligent
evaluation system based on the underground cable trench
inspection robot show that an inspection robot which can
adapt to the environment is designed in this study. According
to the characteristics of the underground cable trench
environment, the condition assessment of the cable trench is
performed by multi-sensor information fusion. Our
contributions are as follows:

(1) An automatic navigation system was designed according to
the constraints of the inspection robot in the underground
cable trench environment, and the improved global path A*
algorithm and the local path DWA algorithm were fused by
an improved fusion scheme. Compared with the traditional
fusion path algorithm, the detection speed of the improved
fusion algorithm proposed in this study increased by 21%,
and the total path became shorter. On-site experiments
verified the superiority of the path planning method.

(2) In the process of robot inspection, we evaluated the
underground cable trench using the multi-sensor fusion
method comprehensively. The indexes of air quality,
internal structure, and ponding hazards of the
underground cable trench were calculated respectively, and
the underground cable trench from these three dimensions
was assessed. Furthermore, the linkage control strategy was
designed according to the assessment results.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The
structure of our robot structure is shown in Inspection Robot
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Systems. The autonomous navigation system in the underground
cable trench is described in The Overall Scheme of the
Autonomous Navigation Obstacle Avoidance System. The
condition assessment method is proposed in Condition
Assessment of the Underground Cable Trench Based on Edge
Intelligence. The experimental results and conclusion are
presented in Analysis of Actual Site Results and Conclusion,
respectively.

INSPECTION ROBOT SYSTEMS

Tomeet the strict requirements of the small and complex internal
environment of the underground cable trench, such as the
volume and climbing ability of the robot, the external walking
mode of the cable trench inspection robot is designed as a
crawler-type double drive. The crawler-type double drive has a
good grasping ability and can climb the slope. The double drive
mode connects the front and rear wheels for driving, which has
advantages such as low power consumption, small volume, ease
to control, and many more. The actual measured values of vehicle
body parameters are as follows: length, width, and height: 500 ×
300 × 120 mm; chassis dead weight: 8.45 kg; maximum load:
30 kg; maximum climbing angle: 35°; maximum obstacle
crossing: 90 mm; and maximum span: 250 mm. The actual
experiment shows that the internal environment of the
underground cable trench is good.

The inspection robot needs to perform multiple tasks and
assess the overall internal environment of the underground cable
trench. According to the inspection task and environmental
constraints, the cable trench intelligent inspection robot needs
to have the following four modules:

(1) Visual module. Infrared thermal imaging and a high-
definition camera are used to judge any visual anomaly
inside the cable trench.

(2) Multi-sensor gas detection module. This could accurately
reflect the concentration of harmful gases and combustible
gases in the air of the underground cable trench.

(3) Automatic navigation module. Based on the robot operating
system (ROS), the data environment of the laser radar and
gyroscope is used to map and locate, and the path planning is
designed to realize automatic navigation.

(4) Evaluation module. The underground cable trench diagnosis
system based on edge intelligence proposed in this study is
used to evaluate the internal environment of the cable trench.

Aiming at the requirements of multi-sensor information
acquisition and a multitask cooperative work of the inspection
robot, the system structure of the intelligent inspection robot for
the underground cable trench is designed (as shown in Figure 1). The
system usesmulti-CPU collaborative work architecture to improve its
data processing capability. The laser radar is chosen to provide
positioning and mapping information. The core information
calculation module adopts the core main control board of
NVIDIA, equipped with an ROS operating system to provide the
system platform to realize the autonomous navigation algorithm. The

infrared imager, high-definition camera, and other visual sensors are
also connected to the main control board of NVIDIA for processing
to realize the information reading of infrared thermal imaging and
high-definition images. The video data stream is uploaded to the
operating terminal through WLAN.

In addition, two embedded sub-processor modules are designed.
One embedded sub-processor realizes the motion attitude control of
the robot and the platform control so that the robot can complete the
multidirectional and three-dimensional visual observation of the
cable trench tunnel. Another embedded sub-processor module
realizes the perception of the environmental information of the
cable trench tunnel, which is connected with a variety of gas sensors,
water level detection sensors, and temperature and humidity sensors.

Relevant sensor information was obtained, processed, and
transmitted to the operation terminal and background server
through WLAN for display and data evaluation. To ensure the
stability and reliability of data transmission, a combination of dual
wireless network cards and high-power base stations is adapted to
transfer a large amount of data, strengthen the power of wireless
transmission, and ensure the stability and reliability of
communication.

The operation and maintenance of the underground cable
trench require long-term supervision and inspection by staff, but
some human negligence will inevitably lead to accidents. To avoid
this situation, this study designs an underground cable trench
condition evaluation system based on edge intelligence, which
mainly includes the following two steps:

The robot conducts patrol inspection in the underground
cable trench through the autonomous navigation system and
sends its position and sensor data to the background server in real
time. The autonomous navigation algorithm consists of mapping,
location, and path planning, and the involved data are huge and
with high real-time ability, which could hardly be processed by an
upper computer through wireless communication. Without
waiting for the response of the computing center through the
network, edge intelligence can process data locally, which
decreases system delay, promotes the response speed
significantly, and is suitable for the application of this scenario.

According to the transmitted position data, the designated robot
will evaluate the overall system inside the cable trench every 50m to
realize the distributed management inside the cable trench, and
according to the relevant instructions automatically generated by the
evaluation results, the drainage system, exhaust system, fire
extinguishing system, and other prevention systems located in the
corresponding sections of the underground cable trench are started
intelligently to realize the edge intelligent management of the
underground cable trench.

OVERALL SCHEMEOFTHEAUTONOMOUS
NAVIGATION OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
SYSTEM
Autonomous navigation technology of the inspection robot is
mainly designed from three aspects: “Where am I?”, “Where am
I going?”, and “How do I get there?”. This study solves the
abovementioned three problems through the following two parts:
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the first part is the SLAM system for real-time analysis and the
second part is path planning.

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
To realize autonomous positioning and map construction, the
inspection robot in this study adopts the open-source slam library
cartographer SLAM (Hess et al., 2016) (released by Google in 2016).
The hierarchical optimization idea is adopted in this algorithm. The
front end uses the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) algorithm to fuse
multi-source data (lidar, IMU, and encoder) for pose estimation, and
a sub-map is constructed. The back end takes the sub-map as the basic
unit to construct the loop constraint problem and proposes a branch
and bound algorithm to speed up the construction of sub-map
constraints. It overcomes the drawback that the filtering SLAM
algorithm relies too much on the odometer and cannot build a
large-scalemap, and it is suitable for the scene such as the ground and
the wall environment of the underground cable trench.

Path Planning
It is mainly composed of global paths and local paths. This
study adopts the A * algorithm (Ammar et al., 2016) on the
global path. With the combination of heuristic search and the
breadth-first algorithm, the A* algorithm is the most effective
direct search algorithm to solve the optimal path in a static
environment.

The three improvements mentioned before are performed and
compared with the original A* algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates the
difference between them. The red path in Figure 2 is obtained by the
original A* algorithm, and the yellow area is its search range.

Meanwhile, the blue path is the result of the proposed improved
A* algorithm, and the green area is its search range.

Local path planning used in this study is the dynamic window
method (Fox et al., 1997; Seder and Petrovic, 2007; Doopalam, 2015),
which is based on the forward kinematics solution of the robot. The
path was simulated from the simulating space of forwarding velocity
and angular velocity, and the position control of the robot was
converted into a speed control. The optimal local path is obtained by
scoring the trajectory to be evaluated.

The traditional global path planning and local path planning fusion
scheme is shown in the document (Cao et al., 2020; Lao et al., 2021) and
the ROS official navigation fusion scheme (Move base in ROS, 2021).
However, in an underground cable trench, the use of traditional
methods to merge the global path and the local path will cause the
following problems.

(1) The dynamic window method is used too many times in the
actual experiment which increases the inspection time.

(2) Due to the narrow space of the underground cable trench, the
local planning will cause the robot to produce more inflection
points during the forward process.

(3) If dynamic obstacles appear in the global path, the dynamic
windowmethod will linger around the obstacles appearing in
the global path for a period, which will seriously affect the
work efficiency of the robot.

This study proposes a fusion algorithm of global path planning
and local path planning for the underground cable trench
environment. The flow chart of the fusion algorithm is illustrated

FIGURE 1 | System structure of the intelligent inspection robot for the cable trench.
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in Figure 2. If the current trajectory is feasible, the robotmoves along
with the current trajectory at a constant speed and keeps detecting
the surrounding environment in real time. The measured fusion
laser data are used as the center to define a circle and the length of the
robot body as the radius to expand and linger around an obstacle if a
new obstacle is detected in the global path planning. DWA local
planning will begin, and all global path nodes included in the
obstacle are discarded. The global path nodes that are out of the
obstacle and close to the navigation endpoint will be used as the
endpoint of DWA local planning. Three evaluation functions are
used to evaluate all the paths generated from the starting point to the
endpoint, and each evaluation function is accumulated to set the
trajectory with the lowest cost as the best trajectory.

CONDITION ASSESSMENT OF THE
UNDERGROUND CABLE TRENCH BASED
ON EDGE INTELLIGENCE

Intelligent Structural Frame at the Edge of
the Underground Cable Trench
The edge intelligent system of the underground cable trench is
mainly analyzed and calculated by the edge computing device.
First, a terminal level edge computing device is installed in the

inspection robot to realize the autonomous navigation task of the
robot in the internal environment of the underground cable
trench. On this basis, the edge evaluation system is modeled.
In this study, several fixed edge servers are installed in the internal
environment of the underground cable trench. The edge server is
uploaded to the cloud computing console, and the intelligent
evaluation system for the underground cable trench edge is
realized through the built cloud platform. The inspection
robot transmits the collected sensor data to the nearest edge
server during driving, realizes the distributed management of the
cable trench, and visually manages the internal environment and
evaluation results of the underground cable trench. Through the
visual interface, the evaluation results and real-time internal
environment of all sections can be displayed to the staff. The
corresponding solutions are automatically generated according to
the evaluation results to form a cloud edge and a collaborative
underground cable trench edge intelligent evaluation system.

The network architecture of the underground cable trench
edge intelligent evaluation system is shown in Figure 4, which is
mainly divided into four layers:

(1) The sensing layer mainly completes the state perception of
the inspection robot to the internal environment of the cable
trench. The sensing layer includes the terminal level

FIGURE 2 | Multiple trajectory generation graphs of the robot.
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autonomous navigation system and the edge level cable
trench evaluation system. It is mounted on the machine
Jetson Nano and carries out the terminal level
autonomous navigation system through the collected lidar
data. Then, the image, gas, and robot pose data are uploaded
to the nearest edge server and uploaded to the cloud.

(2) The network layer mainly uses a high-power base station and
power wireless private network to complete the safe and
reliable transmission of data.

(3) The platform layer is mainly based on the Internet of things
management platform, which systematically evaluates the
underground cable trench based on multi-sensor data and
manages the corresponding drainage, exhaust, and other
systems of the underground cable trench.

(4) The application layer develops the upper computer based on
the tablet computer, and the staff can complete the real-time
monitoring of the internal environment of the underground
cable trench and the independent inspection route
management through the upper computer.

Underground Cable Trench Evaluation
System
To achieve a comprehensive assessment of the underground cable
trench condition, the following information is obtained during
inspection: infrared thermal imaging images, visible-light images,
depth images, angular velocity, linear acceleration output by
IMU, map from lidar, temperature, humidity information of
the internal environment, and water level. Based on this
information, an underground cable trench condition
evaluation method is proposed. It mainly consists of three
aspects:

(1) Air quality assessment in the cable trench based on the data
set fusion method of sulfur dioxide, ozone, carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, and other harmful gases.

(2) Internal structure evaluation of the cable trench based on a
depth camera and IMU.

(3) Hazard assessment of ponding in the cable trench based on a
visible camera, IMU, encoder, and water level sensor.

Air Quality Assessment
The accumulation of methane, hydrogen sulfide gas, carbon
monoxide, and other harmful combustible gases produced by
microbial decomposition of some animals and plants during
power transmission is the main cause of fire and explosion in
the cable trench. The air quality assessment method based on the
fusion of gray clustering and extension neural networks (Wang
and Zhang, 2021) is adopted in this study. Representative air
pollutants are selected according to the gray correlation degree,
and an extension neural network is constructed to evaluate the air
quality. The steps of constructing the air quality assessment
model are as follows:

(1) Seven detection gas data of CO2, TVOC, CH4, NH4, O3, HS,
and CO are extracted and normalized, and the correlation

coefficient ε_ab is calculated between different air pollutants.
The value range of the absolute correlation coefficient ε_ab is
distributed in the interval of [0,1]. Generally, when the
absolute correlation value is greater than 0.5, there is a
positive correlation between the corresponding air
pollutants. To cluster air pollutants, the first thing is to
determine the value of the critical value r of the
correlation degree. The value range of r is generally 0.5 <
r < 1. When ε_ab ≥ r, pollutants a and b are regarded as the
same type.

(2) In the air quality monitoring database of the underground
cable trench cloud platform, there are five air quality levels:
excellent, good, light pollution, medium pollution, and heavy
pollution. For each level machine, 100 measurement data at
different times and different measurement positions are
selected to calculate the correlation coefficient ε_ab
between different pollutants. According to relevant
experience, the critical value of the correlation degree r =
0.7 is selected here. If the accuracy of the final air quality
assessment result does not meet the requirements, it will be
adjusted. The seven pollutants are divided into the following
three categories according to their correlation: (CO2 and
TVOC), (CH4, NH4, O3, and HS), and (CO), which are
selected as the indicator to represent each category.

(3) A matter-element model Mm � (Om，Cn，Vn) is
constructed, with Om as the object, Cn as the object
feature, and Vn as the eigenvalue, where Om(m � 1, 2, 3)
represents three air quality levels; Cn(n � 1, 2, . . . , 7)
represents the influencing factors of air pollution, here are
the seven gases detected; and Vn (1,2,...,7) represents the
value range corresponding to each air pollution influencing
factor. The connection weight, feature quantity, and
evaluation results of the extension neural network model
could be obtained from this matter-element model of air
quality evaluation. The extension neural network model is
trained on the sample data set until it converges.

(4) The air quality assessment results can be calculated by
inputting the detected air pollutants into the trained air
quality assessment model. The overall process of the cable
trench air assessment is shown in Figure 3.

Internal Structure Evaluation of the Cable Trench
Due to defects in the design and layout of the cable trench, cable
suspensions and irregular cable stacks often exist in the interior,
and construction materials and rubble cumulate on the bottom of
the cable trench (as shown in Figure 4), which make the
maintenance of the cable trench more difficult. Furthermore,
the irregular layout of the cable stimulates additional eddy
current on the metal sheath, leading to the operating
temperature rise of the cable and local insulation aging, which
affect the safe operation of the cable. Based on the information
from the depth camera and IMU, the internal structure of the
cable trench is evaluated from the capacity assessment of the
trench and the pavement smoothness in this study.

To measure the pavement smoothness during the inspection,
the IMUmedian integral is adopted to calculate the attitude of the
robot on the ground during the inspection. The robot carrier
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coordinate system B is consistent with the IMU coordinate
system, the world coordinate system is W, the origin is the
carrier center during the system initialization, and the Z-axis
direction is aligned with the gravity direction in the world
coordinate system. The attitude calculation based on the linear
acceleration from IMU is as follows:

qwbi � [I + cos
ϕ

2
+ Θ
ϕ
]qwbi−1, (1)

Θ �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 −ϕx

ϕx 0
−ϕy −ϕz

ϕz −ϕy

ϕy −ϕz

ϕz ϕy

0 ϕx

−ϕx 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (2)

ϕ � wi−1 + wi

2
(ti − ti−1), (3)

where wi is the angular velocity of IMU real-time output in
the robot coordinate system in Figure 5; qwbi and qwbi−1 are

the quaternion attitude of the robot carrier relative to the
world coordinate system at the time i and i − 1, respectively;
ϕ is the rotation vector obtained by the median integral in
the period from i − 1 to i; and ϕx, ϕy, ϕz are the angular
increment of x, y, and z axes within ti−1 to ti sampling
time intervals.

The unevenness of the road is mainly affected by the
change rate of the pitch angle and the roll angle of the
robot in the inspection process. Therefore, the variance of
the pitch angle and the roll angle of the robot in the inspection
process is calculated every 50 m (e.g., Eqs 5, 6), where Dr and
Dp are the variance of the roll angle and pitch angle of the
inspection robot during driving; N is all the attitude data
obtained in every 50-m section; μr and μp are the mean values
of the robot roll angle and pitch angle; and qwbiw, qwbix, qwbiy,
and qwbiz are [w, x, y, z] in qwbi. qwbi obtained the posture of the
robot in the world coordinate system at the time ti through
formula (1).

FIGURE 3 | Overall process of cable trench air assessment.
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Dr � ∑N

i�0
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝arctan

2(qwbiwqwbix + qwbiyqwbiz)
1 − 2(q2wbix + q2wbiy) − μr

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (4)

Dp � ∑N

i�0(arctan(qwbiwqwbiy − qwbixqwbiz) − μp). (5)
To evaluate the traffic capacity of the cable trench, a depth

camera with an effective range of 20 m is placed in front of the

robot to obtain 3D point cloud information. The underground
cable trench in the world coordinates is a map to 3D point cloud
and forms the point set PW, and the mapping relationship
could be expressed as Eq. 7, where cu, cv , f u, and f v are the
camera internal parameters; Depth(u, v) is the depth
information corresponding to the pixel point; and [qwbi]L is
the quaternion left multiplier matrix obtained by IMU
attitude calculation.

FIGURE 4 | Intelligent overall block diagram of the underground cable trench edge.
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PW(X,Y ,Z) � [qwbi]L p(Depth(u, v), (u − cu)Depth(u, v)f u
,

(v − cv)Depth(u, v)f v
). (6)

All points in the set PW are projected on the YOZ plane of the
world coordinate system (as shown in Figure 5). A grid map is
built by converting these projected points into binary images,
where white pixel 1 is the obstacle and black pixel 0 is the
accessible area. For any black pixel, the 5 × 5 domain around

FIGURE 5 | Schematic diagram of robot and world coordinate systems.

FIGURE 6 | Flow chart of cable trench trafficability evaluation.
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TABLE 1 | Safety classification of the internal structure of the cable trench.

Safety level Pavement smoothness Traversability

Level III alert (normal and attention) ≤0.3 0.3–0.4
Level II alert (normal and early warning) 0.3 ~ 0.4 0.4–0.6
Level I alert (abnormal and alarm) ≥0.4 ≥0.6

FIGURE 7 | Ponding area identification process.

FIGURE 8 | Hanging cable (left); accumulation of rubble and building materials (right).
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it is searched, and if there are more than three white pixels inside
this domain, this black pixel will be replaced by a white one. The
proportion of the remaining black pixels, at last, is calculated as
the current cable trench trafficability. The overall block diagram is
shown in Figure 6.

By performing abovementioned steps, the variance of the pitch
angle and roll angle of the robot and the traffic capacity of the
cable are obtained every 20 m. The sum of the variance of the
pitch angle and roll angle is normalized and defined as the
pavement flatness coefficient. According to the investigation
results of the actual condition of the cable trench and expert
analysis, the classification of the safety grade of the cable trench
structure evaluation is shown in Table 1 below.

Hazard Assessment of Water Accumulation Inside the
Cable Trench
The underground cable trench easily accumulates water which
makes internal moisture too high and leads to the oxidation and
fracture of the metal cross arms on both sides of the cable trench.
Meanwhile, heat dissipation of the cable is pretty slow in this

situation, which accelerates the thermal aging of cable
insulation. Therefore, water accumulation is an important
factor to evaluate the condition of the cable trench. In this
study, a visible-light camera, water level sensor, IMU, and
encoder are integrated to evaluate the water accumulation in
the cable trench.

Considering the situation of deep ponding, a water level sensor
is placed under the robot. Water hazard in the cable trench is
divided into two cases. When the water level sensor under the
robot is triggered, the water hazard is evaluated by the volume of
ponding; otherwise, the water hazard is evaluated by the surface
area of ponding. For the first case, when the robot passes through
the ponding, the water level sensor is triggered, and the current
travel speed of the robot vbi is read from the encoder. The current
position pwi is updated from the previous position, vbi and the
attitude of IMU (as shown in Eq. 8). The length L and the depth D
of the ponding section are calculated by Formula 9ormula
–Formula 10, and the volume of ponding is measured using
Formula 10. During this process, the encoder is synchronized
with IMU.

pwi
� pwi−1 +

qwbivbi + qwbi−1vbi−1
2

(ti − ti−1), (7)
L � ∑N

i�1
����pwi

− pwi−1

����2, (8)
D � max(pzw1, pzw2, . . . , pzwN) −min(pzw1, pzw2, . . . , pzwN), (9)

V � 1.2 × L × D. (10)
When the ponding is too shallow to trigger the water level

sensor, the ponding area is obtained from the image data taken
by the visible camera. The DeepLabV3+ neural network
framework (Chen et al., 2018) is used to construct the
ponding segmentation model, and MobileNetV3 (Howard
et al., 2019) is selected as the backbone network for
preliminary feature extraction, which not only ensures the
lightweight of the network but also has good performance. The
context information of the image is extracted from multiple
scales, combined with the output of the low-level feature by the
decoding module and the backbone network, which could
significantly improve the edge detection accuracy of
ponding. The visible light DeepLabV3+ identification
ponding process is shown in Figure 7.

ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL SITE RESULTS

The field test is carried out in the cable trench environment, as
shown in Figure 8. Jetson Nano is adopted as the core processor
and is loaded with Ubuntu 18.04 and ROS. It collects data from
lidar and depth cameras to build maps and navigate the route.

FIGURE 9 | Environmental mapping and path planning of the cable
trench.

TABLE 2 | Average value of traditional and improved fusion path algorithms.

Algorithm Traditional fusion Improved fusion

Inspection channel length (m) 10 20 30 10 20 30
Average time (s) 79.4 164.3 240.7 61.2 131.6 197.8
Average total path length (m) 12.2 24.6 35.7 11.4 21.8 32.7
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Two microcontrollers (STM32F103) are selected as the chip, one
of which is used to receive commands from the processor and the
upper computer and control the movement of the robot. The
other one is equipped with methane, ozone, combustible gas, and
other harmful gas detection sensors, as well as nine-axis IMU
sensors and a water level sensor.

To verify the path fusion algorithm, a man-made dynamic
obstacle is set in the field test (as shown in the red box of
Figure 9). The path obtained by the traditional path fusion
algorithm is shown in the blue line segment in Figure 9. Due
to the narrow space of the cable trench and the relatively small
distance between the obstacle and wall, the traditional global path
planning method generates unnecessary inflection points on the
path. Furthermore, when a dynamic obstacle appears on the
global path, the robot will wander around the obstacle to make
redundant judgments, which affects the inspection efficiency. The
red line segment in Figure 9 is the path obtained by the proposed
fusion method. The robot retains the smoothness of the global
path before encountering dynamic obstacles during the on-site
inspection. When the dynamic obstacles appear on the global
path, the global path nodes contained in the dynamic obstacles
are automatically filtered, and the path avoiding the dynamic
obstacles is smoother and with less judgment and higher
efficiency.

To verify the effectiveness and operability further, repetitive
on-site experiments were carried out using the traditional fusion
path algorithm and the proposed method, respectively, with

different starting points and target points. Reducing the
random error caused by the operation, three cable trenches
with different lengths are chosen and inspected five times
each, and the average length of route and time consumption is
calculated as the final results (as shown in Table 2). Compared
with the traditional fusion path algorithm, the inspection speed of
the improved fusion path algorithm proposed in this study
increases by 21%, and the total path is shorter. The on-site
experiments verified the advantages of the proposed path
planning method.

The inspection robot completes the task of automatic
navigation through the edge computing device mounted inside
the fuselage. During movement, the image, gas, IMU, encoder,
and robot position data are transmitted in real time to the nearest
edge server, which is transmitted to the cloud computing
platform through wireless transmission. In the cloud
computing platform, combined with the position of the
inspection robot in the underground cable trench, the
underground cable trench is managed in a distributed manner.
The data of every 50-m section of the underground cable trench
are processed and analyzed in real time through the evaluation
algorithm proposed in this study, and the corresponding
solutions are given. The cloud platform is wirelessly
transmitted to the edge server of the corresponding section
through the Internet of things platform. Thus, the
corresponding drainage system and exhaust system can be
started, and the staff can monitor the real-time environment

FIGURE 10 | Monitoring interface of the upper computer in the cable trench.
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of the underground cable trench through the flat plate. As shown
in Figure 10, the upper computer shows the information and
status of the robot working in the cable trench.

During the field test, the proposed robot can build a map in an
unfamiliar environment with a positional error of less than 8 cm.
Global path planning is designed based on the improved A*
algorithm, and dynamic path planning is designed based on
DWM. The two algorithms are integrated to navigate the route.
The path is accurately tracked to avoid obstacles, and the average
speed is greater than 0.4 m/s. As shown in the upper computer, the
inspection robot has an infrared thermal imaging camera, high-
definition camera, and depth camera to monitor the underground
cable trench and can detect the concentration of seven kinds of
harmful gases. Applying the underground cable trench condition
assessment method based on edge intelligence presented in this
study, the internal environment of the cable trench is inspected in
real time, the overall evaluation of the section is carried out every
50 m, and the overall healthy environment and countermeasures are
fed back to the staff. The evaluation results are illustrated in Table 3.

The proposed condition assessment method based on the
inspected robot makes a distributed evaluation for the overall
environment of the underground cable trench without manual
interference. It provides a real-time condition of the cable trench
from point to point and end to end. The corresponding
countermeasures are given, which greatly improves the
internal security of the cable trench. The feasibility and
practicability of our method are verified in the field tests.

CONCLUSION

Substituting for the staff to carry out statusmonitoring and condition
assessment in the high-risk environment of the underground cable
trench, an automatic inspection robot system is proposed according
to this environment, and a condition assessment method is designed
based on the information collected by the robot. The designed robot
has a good movement ability in the underground cable trench and
can execute automatic navigation.

During the operation of the inspection robot designed in this
study, all the data taken by the road section are uploaded to the
background server every 50 m. Through a multi-source sensor
fusion method proposed in this study, the air quality, internal

structure, and ponding hazards of the underground cable trench
in this road section are evaluated. At the same time, to apply the
results of edge intelligent evaluation of the underground cable
trench, the drainage system, exhaust system, fire extinguishing
system, and alarm system of the road section can be started
according to these results.

Applying the robot to an underground cable trench instead of
manual inspection can reduce the inspection intensity and
difficulty of staff. The stability and reliability of cable
maintenance are improved significantly, and economic and
social benefits are promoted a lot. The industrial application
of the proposed technology in the future relies on two aspects.
One is the promotion of reliability and obstacle-surmounting
ability of the inspection robot platform. More field tests for the
improvement of the practicality of the condition assessment
method are the other aspects (Lao et al., 2021).
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TABLE 3 | Assessment results and countermeasures.

Patrol
section
(m)

Ponding
volume

(m3) /area
(m2)

Pavement
smoothness

Traversability Air quality Evaluation results
and countermeasures

0–50 0/2.534 0.237 0.45 good Good air, ponding hazard, and medium internal structure
The hanging cable should be cleaned, and attention should be given to
ponding at all times.

50–100 0.478/0 0.437 0.289 good Air is good, ponding is harmful, and the internal structure is medium.
Drainage treatment

100–150 0.63/1.79 0.626 0.36 light
pollution

Air is poor, ponding is harmful, and the internal structure is serious.
Ventilation should be performed, road debris should be cleaned up, and
cables should be hung.

150–200 0/0.771 0.283 0.24 good Air is good, water is harmful, and the internal structure is good.
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